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Lot of chat about instructional coaching. To get it right, don't underestimate the

time it takes!

- There has to be a shared vision for effective T&L from the coaches. Keep

revisiting this and keep unpicking all the elements so they are able to break them

down and explain them.

We used the Evidence Review by @ProfCoe to create some effective teaching habits, using a lot of TLAC techniques and

work from @every_lesson. Knowledge and expertise and ability to break this down is vital.

Lots of time then required with coaches to look at lessons and look at highest leverage point. In one training session our

coaching team picked out over 30 tweaks in a 5 minute video. Where do you start? Why there? Consistency key. Leads to

great debate.

Time needs to be built in. Time for visits, time for coaching sessions, time to practice. SLT need to all understand the

process and buy-in and all live it. Putting staff development first is truly exciting and hugely powerful if actioned in the way it

is desired.

Teachers/coaches need to have the process modelled for them. Staff need to understand the why behind IC, not just what it

is. Worth talking through research on teacher's habitual practice from @mikehobbiss and @DrSamSims.

Build in common language around vision for effective T&L. This is where TLAC is great. Set habits that you are looking to

perfect, but ensure there is an understanding of the why rather than just what the habit looks like.

Worth looking at Powerful Action Steps through @Josh_CPD for this purpose. With a combined understanding of all the

action steps, teachers are getting consistency from coaches. Takes away subjectivity.

Spend time making sure you have the right coaching team and that an expertise around T&L is the focus, not because of

position etc. Get this wrong and the process is highly likely to be undermined.
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Reflect with coaches and watch coaching sessions back. Is the coaching following the IC model? Has it slipped? Is the

modelling and practice happening to the level you want it to?

Finally it is a cultural change for the school. Dont underestimate the time this takes. Worth looking at having an

implementation plan in place as per the EEF guidance on putting evidence to work. Keep reflecting and reviewing. Helps to

ensure fidelity of long term change.

We are still in the early stages with IC and certainly haven't got everything perfect, so thought it would be useful to put down

some reflections from our journey so far @TeamFHES.

Lastly, if you want chat more about implementation or logistics/training then please feel free to DM. Have had some great

conversations with @RichieEmerson3 @MrsBallAP @PearceMrs and @LindaParryTeach already. Always great to chat T&L

and teacher development.

I should add that there are aspects of what I have mentioned here that we are still very much working on and have by no

means got it to where we desire. However, that's what the implementation plan supports. Constant reflection and review.

I also forgot to mention, that on reflection, I would start really small and master the process and the coaching training for a

small group (perhaps ITT to 3 year experience teachers). Then push out wider once happy.
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